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Buy the Reloop BEATPAD Professional DJ Controller for iPad, Mac and PC at PlanetDJ.. The Bad:Surface area for large jog wheels and mobile device stand takes away from dedicated effects controls and filter
knobs.. 8 pounds (4 kg) • Dimensions: 18 1 x 12 8 x 1 7 inches (46 x 32 5 x 4 2 cm) • System Requirements: Mac: OS 10.. Beatpad 2’s Build and Design Like the original Beatpad, the Beatpad 2 falls into Reloop’s camp
of solidly built all-in-one controllers, with an all-metal chassis, chunky encoders, high-end and responsive pads and just in general, confidence-inspiring components.

The Beatpad 2 is co-branded with Algroriddim, and it unlocks advanced features in the Djay 2 app for iOS – as well as the Djay app for Android/Kindle Fire – that no other controller does right now, such as the Slicer
and Slice Loop modes.. At the risk of committing a sweeping generalization, it’s here Legit DJing from an iPad (and to a lesser extent, iPhones and Android devices) is here.

The Bottom Line: With the Beatpad 2 and Djay 2 app, you have a high-quality all-in-one DJ controller with a sophisticated software.. There are currently mappings available from Reloop for Traktor Pro 2 and Virtual
DJ.. The jog wheels’ outer edges are touch-sensitive for slight nudging or rapid track seeking when used with the Shift key.. DJing: There’s an iPad for That We have so many wonderful evolving configurations of DJ
gear to choose from because today’s DJs can’t be neatly summed up with a single job description, style, or set up.

The holder is well sized for a 10-inch iPad, and will also work for iPad minis, large smartphones and most Android tablets.

Several years ago, it would have everything you could want for digital DJing Technology has progressed since then, but this is still a solid professional option for 2-deck DJing from a very compact setup.. However,
we’re getting ever closer to a time when a DJ’s choice of an iPad will be just as mundane as their choice of a laptop, USB sticks, or vinyl.. Tightly integrated with Djay for iOS, Mac and Android/Kindle Fire Very sturdy
construction.. Not compatible with other iOS DJ apps Loop size maxes out at 8 bars (for now; a future update supposedly will increase to 32 bars).. High-quality components and audio Key Match function for harmonic
mixing Spotify Premium integration through Djay software. e10c415e6f 
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